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Making money on the internet is no great mystery - many people have done it in many ways, and

While there are a multitude of ways to make money from your website, different methods are b..
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Article Body:
Making money on the internet is no great mystery - many people have done it in many ways, and

While there are a multitude of ways to make money from your website, different methods are bet
Informational Websites

Probably the most straight forward type of website to monetize are those that provide informat
Google Adsense

The most popular contextual advertiser, and probably the best place to start. Sign up for an a

As easy as adsense is to set up, maximizing its effectiveness is another matter entirely. Ther

Adsense also automatically searches your site and displays ads that are relevant to your subje

Adsense is a great tool to start monetizing your website, and it may be the only tool you need
Yahoo Publisher Network

Yahoo Publisher Network, or YPN for short, is Yahoo´s answer to adsense. While it is currently
Affiliate Programs

If your website has information on a certain product, it might be worth it to join an affiliat

Amazon and commission junction are two excellent affiliate programs. Most good affiliate progr

While affiliate it can be difficult to get up and running with an affiliate related site, it c
Service Websites

Not all websites are dedicated to bringing the user information. Many sites bring the user a s
Adbrite

Adbrite is a great alternative to the contextual based ad networks like YPN and adsense. Adbri

Adbrite is ideal for sites that might not have a lot of text, such as image hosting sites. You

While there are many other options that you can and should explore to turn your website traffi
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